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Energy Storage

Electrochemical storage
Batteries (Li, lead, NiCd/Ni/Mh, metal-air), redox flow, double 
layer capacitors, components, chargers, charging infrastructure, 
battery systems

Pump storage
Conventional pump storage, unconventional pump storage 
(underground pump storage, Gravity Power etc.)

Compressed air and steam storage
Compressed air and steam storage

Flywheel

Underground storage
Salt caverns, porous reservoirs (for hydrogen)

Power to gas/Power to liquid
Hyrogen/hydrogen production (electrolysis), methanization 
(SNG), Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (liquid hydrocarbons), infra-
structure and component

Energy systems

Fuel cells (systems and components)
PEM, (HT, NT), SOFC, DMFC, others

Heat systems 
Heat pumps, hot water storage for heating and service water, 
cogeneration, thermal storage

Smart Grid/Energy Management
ICT, smart metering, software, communication and circuit swit-
ching, coupling of electric and gas grids

Grid services/grid connections
High and ultra high voltage, medium voltage, low voltage grids

The technological focus  
areas of the State Initiative
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In the context of the energy turnaround and the relevant 

technological impediments the Department for the Environ-

ment, Energy and Climate Protection in conjunction with the 

Department for the Economy, Employment and Transport 

of Niedersachsen are reinforcing their activities in the field of 

energy storage and energy systems. Based on the previous state 

initiative for fuel cells and e-mobility the new state initiative focu-

ses on energy- and cost-efficient storage technologies for excess 

renewable energy. 

The key objective of the State Initiative is to strengthen 

Niedersachsen´s position as a hub for science and tech-

nology in the competitive global landscape, and to bring busi-

ness and academic research closely together. In this context 

the State Initiative is focusing on small and medium enterprises 

as well as on the quick implementation ideas into competitive 

products and services.

Aside from storage technologies such as power-to-gas (hydro-

gen, methane), electrochemical storage (Li batteries, redox flow) 

and underground storage (pump storage, compressed air or steam) 

from the field of energy systems (Smart Grid, fuel cells, cogene-

ration of power and heat, grid connection, heat pumps etc)

The State Initiative offers an ideal platform for innovation drivers 

in Niedersachsen seeking to contribute to the relevant technolo-

gical developments in the field of energy storage and systems.

The developments of modern technologies require interdis-

ciplinary collaboration of research institutes and the industry. 

Potential for innovations is often discovered right at the interface 

of the skills and competencies of the relevant stakeholders. 

One of the State Initiative’s objectives is therefore to bundle re-

levant competencies in Niedersachsen along the value chain and 

to turn pivotal energy technologies into added value by initiating 

collaboration projects. In this context the State Initiative’s focus 

area is on production-oriented technological development of 

energy storage technologies and energy systems.

In order to reach this goal the State Initiative is setting out to 

build theme-specific working groups, to identify industry requi-

rements, to meet with experts in the field, to provide consultan-

cy services for subsidies and grants and to offer an ideal frame-

work for collaborations to the stake holders in Niedersachsen. 

This includes positioning the competencies of Niedersachsen at 

the federal or EU level.

Objectives and Tasks  
of the State Initiative
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